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Abstract11

The Composite InfraRed Spectrometer (CIRS) on board Cassini revealed an

equatorial oscillation of stratospheric temperature, reminiscent of the Earth’s

Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), as well as anomalously high temperatures

under Saturn’s rings. To better understand these predominant features of Sat-

urn’s atmospheric circulation in the stratosphere, we have extended to the up-

per stratosphere the DYNAMICO-Saturn global climate model (GCM), already

used in a previous publication to study the tropospheric dynamics, jets forma-

tion and planetary-scale waves activity. Firstly, we study the higher model top

impact on the tropospheric zonal jets and kinetic energy distribution. Rais-

ing the model top prevents energy and enstrophy accumulation at tropopause

levels. The reference GCM simulation with 1/2◦ latitude/longitude resolution

and a raised model top exhibits a QBO-like oscillation produced by resolved

planetary-scale waves. However, the period is more irregular and the downward

propagation faster than observations. Furthermore, compared to the CIRS tem-

perature retrievals, the modeled QBO-like oscillation underestimates by half

both the amplitude of temperature anomalies at the equator and the vertical

characteristic length of this equatorial oscillation. This QBO-like oscillation is

mainly driven by westward-propagating waves; a significant lack of eastward

wave-forcing explains a fluctuating eastward phase of the QBO-like oscillation.
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We also show that the seasonal cycle of Saturn is a key parameter of the es-

tablishment and the regularity of the equatorial oscillation. At 20◦N and 20◦S

latitudes, the DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM exhibits several strong seasonal east-

ward jets, alternatively in the northern and southern hemisphere. These jets

are correlated with the rings’ shadowing. Using a GCM simulation without

rings’ shadowing, we show its impact on Saturn’s stratospheric dynamics. Both

residual-mean circulation and eddy forcing are impacted by rings’ shadowing.

In particular, the QBO-like oscillation is weakened by an increased drag caused

by those two changes associated with rings’ shadowing.

Keywords: Saturn, Atmosphere, dynamics, stratosphere12

1. Introduction13

The longevity of the Cassini mission permitted an unprecedented spatial14

and seasonal coverage of Saturn’s stratosphere. In particular, the Composite In-15

fraRed Spectrometer (CIRS) instrument on board Cassini revealed stratospheric16

phenomena analogous to ones occuring in Earth’s and Jupiter’s stratospheres17

(Dowling, 2008).18

Firstly, seasonal monitoring of hydrocarbons in Saturn’s stratosphere sug-19

gests a conceivable inter-hemispheric transport of stratospheric hydrocarbons20

(Guerlet et al., 2009, 2010; Sinclair et al., 2013; Fletcher et al., 2015; Sylvestre21

et al., 2015), similar to the Earth’s Brewer-Dobson circulation which affects22

the stratospheric ozone distribution (Murgatroyd and Singleton, 1961; Dunkert-23

ton, 1979; Solomon et al., 1986; Butchart, 2014). The Cassini mission further24

revealed a lack of temperature minimum under the rings’ shadow (that was25

expected by the radiative balance Fletcher et al. (2010); Friedson and Moses26

(2012); Guerlet et al. (2009, 2010, 2014)), which is an additional hint of subsi-27

dence motion in the winter hemisphere.28

Secondly, a crucial discovery is that temperatures retrieved from thermal29

infrared spectra in Saturn’s stratosphere exhibit an equatorial oscillation with30

semi-annual periodicity (Orton et al., 2008; Fouchet et al., 2008). During the31
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13-Earth-years cruise of Cassini around Saturn, CIRS and radio occultations32

measurements permitted to characterize this equatorial oscillation of tempera-33

ture and its downward propagation over seasonal timescales (Guerlet et al., 2011;34

Li et al., 2011; Schinder et al., 2011; Guerlet et al., 2018). Alternatively east-35

ward and westward stacked jets are associated with the temperature signatures36

detected by Cassini, according to the thermal wind equation. This oscillation37

is called Saturn “Quasi-Periodic Oscillation” or “Semi-Annual Oscillation”, due38

to its half-Saturn-year periodicity. Equatorial oscillations appear to be common39

phenomena in planetary stratospheres. Observations of Jupiter’s stratosphere40

revealed an equatorial oscillation of temperature (Leovy et al., 1991; Orton et al.,41

1991) associated with a wind propagation reversal (Friedson, 1999; Simon-Miller42

et al., 2007). This oscillation exhibits a period of 4.4 Earth years and has been43

designated as the jovian Quasi-Quadrennial Oscillation. Equatorial oscillations44

are also suspected on Mars (Kuroda et al., 2008; Ruan et al., 2019). Those45

equatorial oscillations in planetary atmospheres are reminiscent of the Earth’s46

stratospheric Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) and Semi-Annual Oscillation47

(SAO) (Lindzen and Holton, 1968; Andrews et al., 1983; Baldwin et al., 2001).48

Earth’s Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) results from wave-mean flow inter-49

actions (Reed et al., 1961; Andrews et al., 1983; Baldwin et al., 2001). The QBO50

is driven by the vertical propagation of tropospheric waves – both planetary-51

scale and mesoscale waves – to stratospheric altitudes where they break either52

by becoming convectively unstable or by encountering critical level (depending53

on vertical and horizontal wavelengths, wave phase speeds and vertical shear54

(Lindzen and Holton, 1968; Dunkerton, 1997)). Critical levels play a central55

role in driving the alternate eastward/weastward QBO phases by zonal mo-56

mentum transfer. Radiative and mechanical damping of the waves also induce57

wave absorption by the mean flow, as suggested by Holton and Lindzen (1972).58

Equatorially trapped waves carry eastward and westward momentum. During59

wave breaking, momentum is transferred to the mean flow, changing the large-60

scale zonal wind field and driving an axisymmetric meridional circulation. The61

observed Earth’s QBO displays a vertical stack of warm and cold anomalies62
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due to this meridional circulation: adiabatic warming in the subsidence region63

produces warm anomalies and adiabatic cooling in the upwelling region pro-64

duces cold anomalies (Plumb and Bell, 1982). The induced large-scale thermal65

perturbations, and zonal wind reversal, oscillate with an average period of 2866

months and a mean downward propagation rate of 1 km per month on Earth67

(Reed et al., 1961; Mayr and Lee, 2016). The eastward and westward phases68

of the Earth’s equatorial oscillation are of similar amplitude and are created69

by a diversity of eastward- and westward-propagating wave sources (Dunker-70

ton, 1997; Hamilton et al., 2001; Giorgetta et al., 2002; Ern and Preusse, 2009).71

The terrestrial QBO’s eastward phase is produced by the wave breaking of72

eastward-propagating gravity waves (from tropospheric moist convection) and73

Kelvin waves. Kelvin waves contribute to about 30% of the eastward forcing74

(Ern and Preusse, 2009), whereas mesoscale gravity waves contribute to 70%75

of the eastward forcing (Dunkerton, 1997). The westward phase of the Earth’s76

QBO is induced by Rossby and mixed Rossby-gravity waves’ breaking, as they77

carry westward momentum. Furthermore, inertia-gravity waves transport east-78

ward and westward zonal momentum, thus are involved in both the eastward79

and westward phases of the QBO (Baldwin et al., 2001).80

Despite differences in their periods, Jupiter’s and Saturn’s equatorial oscilla-81

tions share similarities with the Earth’s (Dowling, 2008), which raises questions82

about the driving mechanisms of the gas giants’ equatorial oscillations. Building83

on tools developed throughout the long history of Earth’s atmospheric modeling,84

numerical models of global circulation on Jupiter and Saturn have been devel-85

oped for almost 20 years. Stratospheric oscillations on gas giants have been86

previously addressed by a handful of those models. Three studies employed a87

quasi-two-dimensional modeling framework that only resolves meridional and88

vertical structure and parameterizes longitudinal forcing. On the one hand,89

Li and Read (2000) demonstrated that the major contribution to a QBO-like90

oscillation in Jupiter’s atmosphere was planetary-scale waves (Rossby, mixed91

Rossby-gravity and Kelvin waves). On the other hand, Friedson (1999) and92

Cosentino et al. (2017) showed that a parameterization of mesoscale gravity93
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waves enabled to reproduce the observed jovian equatorial oscillation – with no94

need to invoke planetary-wave forcing.95

Regardless of the nature of waves invoked in these studies, QBO-like oscilla-96

tions are phenomena resulting from wave propagation in longitude, latitude and97

on the vertical that cannot be fully resolved by 2D models: the 3D propagation98

of waves, and their impact on global circulation, must be parameterized in 2D99

models. Thus, to better understand the wave-mean flow interactions leading to100

the observed gas giants’ equatorial oscillations, atmospheric models must solve101

the three-dimensional dynamics. A fully three-dimensional model to study in102

detail the global troposphere-to-stratosphere circulation in gas giants has only103

been recently developed, because of the huge computational resources required104

to resolve eddies arising from hydrodynamical instabilities that putatively force105

equatorial oscillations. Showman et al. (2019) were the first to show the devel-106

opment of a QBO-like oscillation in an idealized 3D global primitive-equation107

model for gas giants and brown dwarfs. Their model uses a random wave forc-108

ing parameterization at the radiative-convective boundary to drive equatorial109

oscillations, and a Newtonian scheme to represent radiative heating/cooling in110

the thermodynamics energy equation. A stack of eastward and westward jets111

that migrate downward over time is created in the stratosphere of Showman112

et al. (2019)’s model, analogous to Earth’s QBO, with a range of periods simi-113

lar to Jupiter’s and Saturn’s equatorial oscillations. Nevertheless, the QBO-like114

oscillations depicted in their model occur at higher pressure (between 105 and115

103 Pa) than the observations (Saturn’s equatorial oscillation extends from 103116

to 1 Pa).117

To gain further insights on Saturn’s equatorial oscillation, this work aims118

at adopting the three-dimensional approach of Showman et al. (2019) with a119

more realistic representation of radiative transfer and wave dynamics in Saturn’s120

stratosphere. The present paper is part IV of a series of papers about global121

climate modeling of Saturn. In part I, Guerlet et al. (2014) built a complete122

seasonal radiative model for Saturn. In part II, Spiga et al. (2020) coupled this123

radiative model to a new hydrodynamical core (Dubos et al., 2015) to obtain124
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the DYNAMICO-Saturn Global Climate Model (GCM). Using this GCM tai-125

lored for Saturn, Spiga et al. (2020) simulated Saturn’s atmosphere from the126

troposphere to the lower stratosphere for 15 Saturn years at fine horizontal127

resolution, without any prescribed sub-grid-scale wave parameterization. The128

DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM simulation described in Spiga et al. (2020) produced129

consistent thermal structure and seasonal variability compared to Cassini CIRS130

measurements, mid-latitude eddy-driven tropospheric eastward and westward131

jets commensurate to those observed (and following the zonostrophic regime –132

see section 3 for details – as is argued in the part III paper by Cabanes et al.133

(2020)), and planetary-scale waves such as Rossby-gravity (Yanai), Rossby and134

Kelvin waves in the tropical waveguide. While the simulations in Spiga et al.135

(2020) exhibited stacked eastward and westward jets in the equatorial strato-136

sphere, those jets were not propagating downwards, contrary to the observed137

equatorial oscillation. The likely reason for this is that the model top was too138

low and the vertical resolution too coarse to address the question of a QBO-like139

oscillation in the stratosphere.140

In this paper, we use the DYNAMICO-Saturn model as in Spiga et al. (2020)141

with a top of the model extended to the higher stratosphere. As in the part142

II paper, the simulations presented here include neither a gravity-wave drag143

nor the bottom thermal forcing invoked in Showman et al. (2019). Planetary-144

scale waves involved in the equatorial dynamics are triggered by both baroclinic145

and barotropic instabilities associated to tropospheric jets in our DYNAMICO-146

Saturn GCM (Spiga et al., 2020). We describe here the benefits on the strato-147

spheric dynamics of using a wider vertical extent in our GCM. In section 2,148

we describe briefly our DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM. Section 3 presents, through149

comparison between Spiga et al. (2020) and our results, the impact on dynamical150

spectral regime of raising the model top. Section 4 focuses on the stratospheric151

dynamics and wave-mean flow interactions producing a QBO-like oscillation in152

our Saturn GCM. We also tested the Saturn annual cycle influences in its equa-153

torial oscillation periodicity in section 5. In addition, a strong seasonal wind154

reversal is obtained at 20◦N and 20◦S. We study this phenomenon and discuss155
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the impact of the rings’ shadowing on the stratospheric tropical dynamics in156

section 6. Summary, conclusions and perspectives for future improvements are157

explained in section 7.158
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2. DYNAMICO-Saturn159

A complete description of the DYNAMICO-Saturn is available in Spiga et al.160

(2020). A Global Climate Model (GCM) is composed of two parts: a dynamical161

core to resolve the Navier-Stokes equations on planetary scales and a physical162

package which is an ensemble of parameterizations to describe sub-grid-scale163

processes. The Saturn GCM developed at Laboratoire de Météorologie Dy-164

namique employs DYNAMICO, a dynamical core using an icosahedral grid that165

ensures conservation and scalability properties in massively parallel resources166

(Dubos et al., 2015). It solves the primitive hydrostatic equations assuming a167

shallow atmosphere. Our DYNAMICO-Saturn features an optional absorbing168

(”sponge”) layer with a Rayleigh drag acting on the topmost model layers. As169

in Spiga et al. (2020), we did not use it in simulations presented in this paper170

since previous studies (Shaw and Shepherd, 2007; Schneider and Liu, 2009; Liu171

and Schneider, 2010) show that using such an absorbing layer poses problems172

of angular momentum conservation.173

The physical package used in our DYNAMICO-Saturn is tailored for Saturn,174

particularly regarding radiative transfer (this is fully detailed in the part I paper175

by Guerlet et al. (2014)). Radiative transfer computations use correlated-k ta-176

bles, tabulated offline from detailed line-by-line computations. Methane, ethane177

and acetylene are included in radiative contributions, as well as H2-H2 and H2-178

He collision-induced absorption and aerosol layers in the troposphere and the179

stratosphere. Rings’ shadowing is taken into account in radiative computa-180

tions. The internal heat flux prescribed at the bottom of the model is used181

as a boundary condition for radiative transfer calculations. Possible unstable182

temperature lapse rates, induced after radiative transfer calculations, are mod-183

ified by a convective adjustment scheme: the vertical profile of temperature is184

instantaneously brought back to the dry adiabat.185

Most simulation settings in this part IV paper are analogous to those adopted186

in the part II paper by Spiga et al. (2020). For our reference simulation, we187

employ DYNAMICO-Saturn with an approximate horizontal resolution of 1/2◦188
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in longitude/latitude. The time step of calculations is 118.9125 seconds, with189

physical packages called every half a Saturn day and radiative computations190

done every 20 Saturn days, because of the long radiative timescales in tropo-191

sphere and stratosphere of gas giants. The values of all parameters detailed in192

Table 1 of Spiga et al. (2020) are set similarly in the simulations of this paper.193

The major difference between Spiga et al. (2020) (Part II) and the present Part194

IV reference simulation is the inclusion of 61 levels in the vertical dimension,195

extending from the troposphere pbottom = 3.105 Pa (or 3 bars) to the upper196

stratosphere ptop = 10−1 Pa (1 µbar).197

In this study, we opt for a reasonable yet not particularly high vertical dis-198

cretization. Unlike Showman et al. (2019), we do not attempt to test the sen-199

sitivity of the modeled equatorial oscillation to vertical resolution. We choose,200

instead, to make a simulation long enough to reach a steady state in the tro-201

posphere (at least 8 simulated Saturn years, see Spiga et al. (2020)) and to202

simulate several cycles of the equatorial oscillation in the stratosphere. This203

is crucial to obtain interactions between the troposphere and the stratosphere,204

and create a conceivable and stable equatorial oscillation. This choice of mod-205

eling strategy does not allow us to attest that the results presented here are206

vertically convergent, which is deferred to another study. It is possible that a207

simulation with twice as many levels over the same pressure range would give208

quantitatively different results.209

Simulations using our DYNAMICO-Saturn are initialized at every horizontal210

grid point with a vertical profile of temperature computed by a 1D radiative-211

convective equilibrium model of Saturn’s atmosphere (Guerlet et al., 2014),212

using the same physical parameterizations than our DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM.213

The single-column simulation starts with an isothermal profile and runs for214

twenty Saturn years to reach the annual-mean steady-state radiative-convective215

equilibrium. The initial zonal and meridional winds are set to zero in our216

simulations. DYNAMICO-Saturn simulations requires radiative and dynamical217

spin-up of about five simulated Saturn years for the tropopause levels to ensure218

a dynamical steady-state (Spiga et al., 2020). In what follows, we present 13-219
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Saturn-year-long simulations to study Saturn’s stratospheric dynamics.220

3. Impact of the extended model top on Saturn’s atmospheric dy-221

namics222

Saturn’s atmosphere is dominated by zonal jets, invariant in the longitudinal223

direction (i.e. flow axisymmetry) and alternatively prograde (eastward) and224

retrograde (westward) in latitude. The spherical curvature of the planetary fluid225

layer acts to channel kinetic energy into the zonal direction via the so-called β-226

effect, where the parameter β = 2Ωcosϕ/a is the variation of the Coriolis force227

with Saturn’s radius a, rotation rate Ω and latitude ϕ. This dynamical regime is228

referred to as zonostrophic macroturbulence (Sukoriansky et al., 2002; Galperin229

et al., 2014). Further discussions on this topic can be found in the Part III230

paper Cabanes et al. (2020).231

Here, we present a comparison of tropospheric and stratospheric jets as sim-232

ulated by Spiga et al. (2020) versus the present work, to check that the dy-233

namical regime is conserved with the new vertical grid. Figure 1 displays alti-234

tude/latitude sections of zonal-mean zonal wind after 11 years of simulation for235

each vertical grid. Both simulations present similar results in the troposphere,236

although with some notable differences. The 32-vertical-level simulation (Spiga237

et al. (2020), Figure 1(a)) exhibits about 10 jets, over latitude, each one extend-238

ing from 3×105 Pa (or 3 bars) to the model top (102 Pa or 1 mbar) except the239

equatorial one. At the equator, there is a stacking of eastward and westward240

jets between 2×104 Pa and the model top. With an extended vertical range241

(Figure 1(b), model top at 10−1 Pa), we now distinguish 14 jets into the tropo-242

sphere and 9 jets in the stratosphere. The equatorial stacking of wind seen in243

32-level simulation is now clearly localized between 2×104 Pa (tropopause) and244

the model top. Contrary to previous GCM works (Lian and Showman, 2008,245

2010; Schneider and Liu, 2009), we remark that some of eastward jets of the246

61-level simulation, particularly ones closer to the equator, decay with altitude,247

which is not the case in the 32-level one (except for the equatorial jet). In248
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both simulations, the jets beyond 60◦ latitudes do not exhibit this decay with249

altitude. Thus the behavior of our 61-level troposphere-to-stratosphere simula-250

tion is more consistent with observations for the lower latitudes (Fletcher et al.,251

2019). We also note that the equatorial tropospheric eastward jet is less intense252

in our reference (61-level) simulation than in the 32-level simulation of Spiga253

et al. (2020).254

We now extend our comparison by computing the spherical harmonic de-255

composition of horizontal velocity maps from our 61-level simulation, using the256

same tools as in the Part III paper (Cabanes et al., 2020) for the 32-level simu-257

lation. When spherical harmonic functions are invoked, energy spectra depend258

on non-dimensional total and zonal indices n and m respectively (Boer, 1983).259

The axisymmetric flow component defines the jets and corresponds to the zonal260

index m = 0. The non-axisymmetric flow component, or residual, defines waves261

and eddies and corresponds to all other indices m 6= 0. We report on Figure 2262

the time evolution of the total energy integrated over all indices, for the upper263

troposphere and the lower stratosphere. The general tendency shows that the264

total energy in the troposphere is similar in our 61-level simulation and in the265

32-level simulation of Spiga et al. (2020). However, the stratosphere is more266

energetic than the troposphere and the energetic intensity reduces by a factor267

of two when we extend the model top in the 61-level simulation.268

We show the temporal average of the spectral quantities at steady state in269

the upper troposphere in Figure 3 and the lower stratosphere in Figure 4. A270

common feature of the 32-level and 61-level simulations is that the energetic271

magnitude of the zonal jets (i.e. axisymmetric spectra in red) is bounded by272

the 0.5β2n−5 spectral law of the zonostrophic theory coined by Sukoriansky273

et al. (2002). The energetic maximum is well estimated by the Rhines typical274

index nR = a(β/2U)1/2 (Rhines, 1977), which sets typical jets’ size to ∼ 38, 000275

km in the troposphere and ∼ 44, 000 km in the stratosphere (see details in276

Figure 3). At Rhines scale, the energy of the jets is two orders of magnitude277

higher than the residual energy spectra, namely the energy contained in waves278

and eddies. To disclose the dynamical transfers underlying this jet-dominated279
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Altitude/latitude cross sections of the zonal-mean zonal wind, at the northern spring

equinox, comparing Spiga et al. (2020) results (32 vertical levels, 1(a)) and our results using

61 vertical levels (1(b)).
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the total energy (m2 s−2) in the two last simulated Saturn

years for each simulations. Red and green curves correspond to the 32-level simulation at

p ∼ 1.9×104 Pa and p ∼ 4.9×102 Pa respectively. Blue and black curves correspond to the

reference simulation at p ∼ 1.9×104 Pa and p ∼ 4.9×102 Pa respectively.

flow, we also report in Figures 3 and 4 the spectral fluxes of energy and en-280

strophy. In all simulations, spectral fluxes clearly show the predominance of an281

inverse cascade of energy at large scale and a direct cascade of enstrophy at282

small scale. This energy-enstrophy double cascade scenario is a well-known fea-283

ture of quasi-two-dimensional (2D) turbulence, when a turbulent flow is made284

quasi-2D by confinement to a shallow atmosphere and under rapid planetary285

rotation (Pouquet and Marino, 2013; Cabanes et al., 2020). For the 32-level286

simulation, Cabanes et al. (2020) showed that the inverse cascade of energy287

results from the barotropization of baroclinic eddies at small scales and drives288

the large scale atmospheric flow.289

What Figures 3 and 4 also show is that the eddy spectra is different in our290

61-level simulation compared to the 32-level simulation analyzed in Spiga et al.291

(2020) and Cabanes et al. (2020). In the 32-level simulation, the tropospheric292

residual spectrum barely fits the well-known Kolmogorov-Kraichnan (KK) law293

ε2/3n−5/3 (Kraichnan, 1967a) evocative of the inverse turbulent cascade with the294

energy transfer rate ε = 2× 10−6 W Kg−1. Conversely, in the 61-level reference295
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Figure 3: Comparative spectral analysis of the 32-level simulation (left) and the reference

simulation (right) in the upper tropospheric level p ∼ 1.9×104 Pa. Spectral quantities are

averaged in time, over the tenth to twelfth simulated Saturn years, and in altitude, over pres-

sure levels (1.7 < p < 2)×104 Pa. Top panels show kinetic energy spectra: the zonal spectra

in red (i.e. axisymmetric m = 0 mode), the residual spectra in black (i.e. sum over all non-

axisymmetric m 6= 0 modes shown separately), the modal spectra are shown for zonal modes

m = 1 to 5 in green. Middle and bottom panels represent the spectral energy and enstro-

phy fluxes respectively. Positive fluxes corresponds to downscale energy/enstrophy transfers

(a “direct” cascade) and negative fluxes are upscale energy/enstrophy transfers (an “inverse”

cascade). All spectral quantities are function of the total indices n. At any typical length scale

in latitude L, one can attribute a typical index by the relation n = 2πa/L. Dashed lines are

(black) the theoretical Kolmogorov-Kraichnan law 6ε2/3n−5/3 with the energy transfer rate

ε = 2×10−6 W kg−1 (Kraichnan, 1967b) and (red) the theoretical zonostrophic law 0.5β2n−5.

The vertical dotted lines are the Rhines indices nR = a(β/2U)1/2, with U the square root of

the total energy presented in Figure 2. It corresponds to the typical length scale ∼ 32, 000

km for both simulations. All our calculation consider a parameter β = 4 × 10−12 m−1 s−1

estimated at mid-latitude ϕ = 45◦.
14



simulation, the −5/3 KK slope does not apply to the residual spectrum that296

shows an energetic bump at intermediate indices (i.e. 10 < n < 100). The 32-297

level simulation also features very energetic non-axisymmetric modes m = 1, 2, 3298

(see modal spectra in green) that dominate in the residual spectrum beyond the299

Rhines index (n < nR) and extend the −5/3 slope to small indices (i.e. down to300

n ∼ 2). Such modes or waves are absent in the 61-level simulation and energy of301

the residual spectrum decreases at indices smaller than the Rhines index. It is302

likely that the energetic m = 1, 2, 3 modes enforced in the 32-level simulation are303

artifacts of the shallow geometry. By extending the model top, we also release304

part of the flow confinement in the vertical that promotes a quasi-2D flow. This305

release might explain the reduction of the energy and enstrophy fluxes in the306

61-level simulation compared to the 32-level simulation. The raise of model307

top towards stratospheric levels appears to significantly impact the statistical308

properties of the tropospheric flow. Saturn’s direct observations, akin to those309

used for Jupiter in Young and Read (2017), are required to further validate our310

model.311

Statistical properties are mostly similar in the upper troposphere and in312

the lower stratosphere (Figure 4). The 32-level simulation preserves a −5/3313

residual spectrum that prevails at all indices in the lower stratosphere. In the314

61-level simulation, the residual spectrum is substantially steepened and spectral315

energy piles up in the range n > nR, to decrease beyond Rhines index. In both316

simulations, the integrated total energy in the stratosphere is more energetic317

than in the troposphere (Figure 2), with energy fluxes one order of magnitude318

higher in the stratosphere. This might result from the growth of baroclinic319

instabilities that preferentially form in the stratosphere (Cabanes et al., 2020).320

The integrated total energy also show that the 32-level simulation predicts a321

flow at stratospheric levels more energetic by a factor of 2 than in the 61-level322

simulation. In the former simulation, the top of the model is close to the lower323

stratosphere, therefore an energy accumulation likely produces these high values324

of total energy – and might also create wave reflection leading to energetic non-325

axisymmetric modes m = 1, 2, 3.326
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Figure 4: Comparative spectral analysis of the 32-level simulation (left) and the reference

61-level simulation (right) in the stratospheric level p ∼ 4.9×102 Pa. Spectral quantities

are averaged in time, over the tenth to twelfth simulated Saturn years, and in altitude, over

pressure levels (4.7 < p < 6)×102 Pa. The dashed black lines are the KK-law with the energy

transfer rate ε = 5×10−5 W kg−1 (Kraichnan, 1967b). The Rhines typical indices correspond

to a typical length scale of ∼ 47, 000 and ∼ 37, 000 km for the 32-level and 61-level simulations

respectively. All other spectral quantities are similar to the caption of Figure 3
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Finally, we propose in Figure 5 a spectral analysis similar to those of Figure 3327

and 4 for the stratospheric level 25 Pa of our 61-level simulation, left unresolved328

in the previous Part II and III papers. At the smallest resolved scales, the329

zonal kinetic spectrum depicts a -5 slope with estimated values of ε=8×10−6330

W kg−1, two orders of magnitude less than the residual kinetic spectrum. As331

in the troposphere (Figure 3, right top row), the large scales are driven by a332

strong zonal anisotropy linked to zonostrophic turbulence. In the stratosphere,333

our simulation indicates that the modes m = 2 and 4 are dominant in the334

residual spectrum, suggesting that strongly-energetic waves propagate in the335

zonal direction. The spectral flux of energy depicts huge negative values for336

moderate n, contrary to tropospheric results in Figure 3. The inverse energy337

cascade, from the small scales to the large scales, is operating in the stratosphere338

for most intermediate scales between n = 3 and n = 102. At both the largest339

and the smallest resolved scales, the energy flux becomes positive denoting a340

direct energy cascade (energy is transferred from the large to the small scales).341

Aside from the positive peak around n = 3, the global trend of energy flux is342

equivalent in the troposphere and the stratosphere. The enstrophy flux confirms343

the dynamical regime of the stratosphere (bottom row of Figure 5): it is positive344

for n higher than 10, which suggests the existence of an inverse cascade.345

4. Equatorial stratospheric dynamics with the DYNAMICO-Saturn346

4.1. Global stratospheric zonal wind347

The temporal evolution of the zonal-mean stratospheric zonal wind over348

the whole 13-year duration of our DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation is shown in349

Figure 6 at the pressure level of 40 Pa. Before turning to low latitudes, we350

note that at high and mid-latitudes, zonal jets undergo a poleward migration351

due to bursts of eddies induced by baroclinic instabilities. This migration was352

already witnessed by Spiga et al. (2020) in the troposphere and is thought to be353

partly caused by baroclinicity at the bottom of the model (3×105 Pa), where the354

meridional gradient of temperature is slightly overestimated compared to the355
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Figure 5: Spectral analysis of the reference simulation in the stratospheric level p ∼ 25 Pa.

Spectral quantities are averaged in time, over the tenth to twelfth simulated Saturn years,

and in altitude, over pressure levels 21 < p < 27 Pa. The dashed black lines are the KK-law

with the energy transfer rate ε = 8× 10−6 W kg−1 (Kraichnan, 1967b). The Rhines typical

indices correspond to a typical length scale of ∼ 42, 000 km. All other spectral quantities are

similar to the caption of Figure 3
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Figure 6: Time evolution of the zonal-mean zonal wind in Saturn’s stratosphere (40 Pa) within

the whole 13-years duration of our DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation. The wind structure at

this pressure level is typical of conditions between the tropopause and the model top in the

upper stratosphere.

observations. Furthermore, Chemke and Kaspi (2015) show that the poleward356

migration of baroclinic eddy-driven jets is consistent with an asymmetry in the357

baroclinic growth around the jet’s core: the poleward flank of the jet can be358

slightly more baroclinically unstable than the equatorward flank. The baroclinic359

growth precedes the increase of the eddy momentum flux convergence, causes360

the eddy forcing to be shifted slightly poleward of the jet peak, and thus drives361

the poleward migration of the jets.362

Now, turning to the low latitudes simulated in our reference 61-level Saturn363

simulation, we notice in Figure 6 two key features in the temporal evolution of364

the stratospheric zonal-mean zonal wind:365

• an alternatively eastward and westward wind direction at the equator,366

with a sub-annual periodicity, appearing in the second simulated year and367

maintained for the rest of the 13 simulated years;368

• an alternatively eastward and westward wind direction at 20◦N and 20◦S,369
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with an annual periodicity and a phase opposition between the northern370

and the southern hemisphere.371

These two features are discussed in detail in the following sections.372

4.2. Equatorial stratospheric zonal jets373

By making an altitude/time section of the zonal-mean zonal wind at the374

equator (Figure 7), for the four last years of our 13-years simulation, the down-375

ward propagation with time of the stacked stratospheric eastward-westward jets376

is well visible. At a given pressure level, the zonal wind alternates between east-377

ward and westward direction, with a westward phase more intense – about -100378

m s−1 (Figure 9 in Showman et al. (2019) shows a similar behaviour) – than379

the eastward one (only 60 m s−1). In addition, at a given pressure level, the380

westward phase lasts longer than the eastward one. The equatorial eastward381

phases of the oscillation seem to be unstable and disturbed compared to west-382

ward phases. For this reason, the period of the resulting equatorial oscillation383

is irregular in time.384

As is reminded in the introduction, a pattern of alternatively eastward and385

westward jets stacked on the vertical, with a downward propagation, reminds386

both the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) on Earth and the QBO-like oscil-387

lation evidenced in Cassini observations (Fouchet et al. (2008), Guerlet et al.388

(2011), Li et al. (2011), Orton et al. (2008), Guerlet et al. (2018)). We tracked389

the equatorial jets to calculate the periodicity and the downward propagation390

rate of the modeled QBO-like oscillation. Our DYNAMICO-Saturn produces a391

QBO-like oscillation with a period in the range 0.3-0.7 Saturn year. The cor-392

responding stacked jets’ downward propagation rate is respectively between 73393

and 60 km per Saturn month. In Fletcher et al. (2017), Cassini observations394

were used to estimate a period of 0.50±0.03 Saturn year and a downward prop-395

agation speed of (42±2) km per Saturn month. Guerlet et al. (2018) estimated396

a downward propagation of 24.5 km per Saturn month at 500 Pa and 49 km397

per Saturn month at 10 Pa. Hence, the DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation exhibit398

an equatorial oscillation periodicity of the right order of magnitude compared399
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Figure 7: Altitude/time section at the equator of the zonal-mean zonal wind in Saturn’s

stratosphere for the 5 last years of our 13-years DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation.

to the observations, but more irregular. Moreover, the stacked zonal jets in400

our simulation propagate downward 1.5 times too fast compared to the obser-401

vations. The irregularity in both the oscillating period and the downward rate402

propagation could be due to the absence of sub-grid-scale waves parameteriza-403

tion, which, as is explained in introduction, contribute to 70% of the eastward404

phase forcing in the Earth’s QBO.405

The second notable feature in Figure 6 is the strong alternating eastward406

and westward jets at around 20◦N and 20◦S, with a seasonal phase opposition407

between the northern and southern hemispheres. Compared to a time evolution408

of the incoming solar radiation (Figure 8), we remark that each eastward jets409

emerge during the winter and seem to be correlated to the rings’ shadowing.410

Those tropical eastward and westward jets both have an amplitude of about411

100 m s−1, contrary to the QBO-like equatorial oscillation which exhibits an412

eastward phase weaker than the westward phase. This pattern exhibits a regular413

one-Saturn-year periodicity without downward propagation: the jets shown in414

Figure 6 at 40 Pa extend from 103 Pa to the model top (Figure 9).415
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Figure 8: Temporal evolution of the incoming solar radiation in Saturn’s atmosphere on the

whole 12-year DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation

4.3. Equatorial stratospheric thermal structure416

In this section, we compare our DYNAMICO-Saturn simulations with the417

observations of Saturn’s equatorial stratosphere by Cassini/CIRS. Stratospheric418

winds have never been measured; rather, the CIRS instrument on-board the419

Cassini spacecraft allowed the retrieval of stratospheric temperature vertical420

profiles and stratospheric winds were calculated using thermal wind balance.421

It is therefore relevant to compare the observed and simulated stratospheric422

temperatures. Figure 10 represents altitude/latitude section of temperature423

simulated by DYNAMICO-Saturn in the stratosphere. Between 8◦N and 8◦S,424

this meridional section exhibits a stack of local maxima (around 148 K) and425

minima (130 K) of temperature from 102 Pa to the top of the model. The426

pattern of alternating temperature extrema propagate downward with time.427

Temperature oscillates with a 10 K-magnitude around 140 K with a period428

and a descent rate equivalent to the wind’s. Moreover, temperature extrema429

at the equator are anti-correlated to those occurring in the tropics. At a given430

pressure level, the cold equator regions are flanked by warmer tropical regions431
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Altitude/time section at 20◦N (9(a)) and 20◦S (9(b)) of the zonal-mean zonal wind

in Saturn’s stratosphere for the 5 last years of our 13-years DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation.
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at 10 to 15◦N and at 10 to 15◦S. Using the thermal-wind equation applied432

assuming a geostrophically balanced flow, this significant meridional gradient433

of temperature confirms the presence of a significant vertical shear of the zonal434

wind at the equator.435

To compare our simulation to CIRS observations, we re-mapped altitude vs436

latitude sections of modeled and observed temperatures with the same temper-437

ature range. GCM results are mapped in Figure 11 and CIRS limb observations438

(acquired in 2005, 2010 and 2015) in Figure 12, focused on high stratospheric439

levels. To carry out this comparison, we used CIRS data already processed in440

Guerlet et al. (2018). Our DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation produces a temper-441

ature field qualitatively consistent with observations, with alternative maxima442

and minima of temperature stacked on the vertical in the stratosphere. There443

are between 3 and 4 temperature extrema in our DYNAMICO-Saturn model444

whereas there are only 2 (2010) or 3 (2005 and 2015) temperature extrema in445

CIRS temperature retrievals. Moreover, observations show a temperature oscil-446

lation from 170 K to 120 K, with a 20 K-magnitude, hence twice as much as in447

our Saturn GCM simulations.448

To highlight the anomalies temperature resulting of the modeled and ob-449

served Saturn equatorial oscillation, we map temperature differences between450

two half-period-separated dates. Figure 13 displays altitude/latitude sections451

of temperature differences between the dates 8.53 and 8.5 years (top left) and452

between the dates 8.6 and 8.53 years (bottom left) of Figure 11. Comparison453

with CIRS measurements (right rows of Figure 13) shows the similarities and454

differences in the modeled and observed QBO-like oscillations. Temperature455

differences underline a stack of positive and negative anomalies of temperature,456

with Saturn-DYNAMICO underestimating the amplitude by a factor of 2 com-457

pared to the observations. The characteristic vertical size of the DYNAMICO-458

Saturn QBO-like oscillations is two times smaller than the observed one. Our459

DYNAMICO-Saturn underestimates the temperature maximum by around 20 K460

and underestimates the magnitude of the temperature anomalies by 10 K. An-461

other difference between the Cassini observations and the GCM-modeled equato-462
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10: Altitude/latitude sections of zonal-mean temperature in Saturn’s stratosphere at

three dates of simulation: 10(a) at 10.45 years, 10(b) at 10.55 years and 10(c) at 10.60 years.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 11: Altitude/latitude sections of zonal-mean temperature in Saturn’s stratosphere at

the 8.5 (11(a)), 8.53 (11(b)) and 8.6 (11(c)) years to compare with CIRS measurements (Figure

12). Contour lines are separated by 2 Kelvin.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 12: Altitude/latitude sections temperature measured by Cassini CIRS instrument at

2005/2006, 2010 and 2015 (analogous to Guerlet et al. (2018) Figure 3 top row but focused

here on high stratospheric levels). Contour lines are separated by 5 Kelvin.
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rial oscillation is the vertical extent of the temperature anomalies at the equator.463

Cassini radio occultation data showed that the descending temperature minima464

and maxima extend down to the tropopause level, around 100 hPa (Schinder465

et al., 2011) whereas in the Saturn-DYNAMICO simulations there is no more466

equatorial-oscillation signal below the 1-2 hPa level.467

We can also compare our simulations to the idealized work of Showman et al.468

(2019). In their idealized simulation, they obtain a temperature oscillation of469

about ∼ 10 K that migrate downward over time (Figure 8 of Showman et al.470

(2019)), as in our simulation. Moreover, we obtain a stack of temperature ex-471

tremes spatially close to each other on the vertical, contrary to their simulation,472

where the extremes of temperature are half a decade (in pressure) apart from473

each other by a constant temperature zone. In our and their simulations, op-474

posite extremes of temperature (at a given pressure level), centered between 10475

and 15 latitude degrees (both north and south), are generated. There is, in the476

two simulations, an anti-correlation between temperature extremes at the equa-477

tor and those occurring off the equator. With DYNAMICO-Saturn, compared478

to the CIRS observations, we obtain a more realistic patterns of temperature479

anomalies at the equator than the idealized work of Showman et al. (2019), but480

there are still some notable differences with the CIRS observations.481

Another feature of Saturn’s stratosphere observed by Cassini/CIRS is the482

anomalously high temperatures under the rings’ shadows (Fletcher et al., 2010).483

Previous radiative simulations of Saturn’s atmosphere failed to reproduce these484

temperature anomalies (Guerlet et al., 2014), hence dynamical heating was con-485

sidered to explain this feature.486

In our simulations, there is an interplay between the tropical eastward jets487

and temperature evolution, displayed in Figure 14. In wintertime, at 20◦ lat-488

itude, the temperature starts by cooling rapidly (from 150K to 140K), which489

is likely due to the ring’s shadow radiative effect. Then, when the eastward490

jet increases in strength, this low temperature region is significantly reduced,491

there is an increase of temperature from 140K to 145K. This is true only near492

the core of the eastward jet, at 20◦. Indeed, at 30◦ latitude, the temperature493
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Figure 13: Altitude/latitude sections of temperature differences between two half-period-

separated dates (left: DYNAMICO-Saturn results and right: as derived from CIRS measure-

ments, analogous to Guerlet et al. (2018) Figure 3 bottom row) in Saturn’s stratosphere. The

modeled temperature oscillation underlines a vertical characteristic length twice as small as

the observed one and a amplitude differences weaker than derived from CIRS measurements.
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Figure 14: Time evolution of the zonal-mean temperature (color) and the zonal-mean zonal

wind (contours spacing by 25 m s−1 between -100 m s−1 and 100 m s−1) in Saturn’s strato-

sphere (40 Pa) of our 13-years DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation.

remains very cold (140K) throughout wintertime. We will assess in more detail494

the dynamical impact of ring shadowing in the stratosphere in section 6.495

4.4. Equatorial stratospheric planetary-scale waves496

According to the terrestrial experience, equatorial oscillation results from497

both planetary-scale waves and mesoscale waves forcing. In our DYNAMICO-498

Saturn GCM simulation, the oscillation at the low latitudes can only result499

from resolved motions, therefore planetary-scale waves, because there is no sub-500

grid scale parameterization or bottom thermal forcing in our model. To study501

those waves, we performed a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the sym-502

metric and antisymmetric components of temperature and zonal wind fields,503

following Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) method, as in Spiga et al. (2020) section504

3.3.1. We applied the two-dimensional Fourier analysis on a specific 1000-day-505

long run, with daily output frequency, after 270000 simulated Saturn days as506

in Spiga et al. (2020). The spectral mapping in the wavenumber s and fre-507

quency σ space enables to evidence and characterize the planetary-scale waves508
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driving the stratospheric equatorial oscillation. Symmetric component of tem-509

perature (about the equator) TS shows Rossby, inertia-gravity and Kelvin waves510

and antisymmetric component of temperature TA shows Yanai (Rossby-gravity)511

waves.512

The results of the two-dimensional Fourier transform for the stratospheric513

temperature and zonal wind fields at the 20-Pa pressure level are shown in514

Figure 15 and in Table 1. The spectral analysis demonstrates, both in the anti-515

symmetric component of temperature and zonal wind fields, that the dominant516

wavenumber-2 is a westward-propagating Rossby-gravity wave with a period517

of 6 days and a frequency of 60◦ longitude per day. Westward-propagating518

Rossby and internal-gravity waves with wavenumber s = -1 are the secondary519

prominent mode in temperature, with a period of 100 Saturn days. There are520

two other westward-propagating modes with wavenumbers s = -2 and s = -521

3, and respectively a period of 6 and 34 Saturn days. Finally, there are only522

two eastward-propagating Kelvin waves (identified both in the temperature and523

wind field) with s = +3 and s = +4, with a 5 Saturn days and 6 Saturn days524

periodicity. The zonal wind field indicates westward-propagating Rossby waves525

with s = -1 to s = -10, exhibiting long periods of several tens of Saturn days526

and frequencies of about fifteen degrees longitude per day.527

It is worth noticing that there are numerous westward-propagating modes528

versus only two eastward-propagating mode, both in temperature and zonal529

wind components. The resolved QBO-like oscillation in our DYNAMICO-530

Saturn reference GCM simulation is thus characterized by an imbalance in531

eastward- and westward-wave forcing. This may be symptomatic of the ab-532

sence of sub-grid scale waves parameterization, which contribute of almost 3/4533

of the eastward momentum forcing in the equatorial oscillation of Earth. Indeed,534

the smaller the eastward-wave forcing is, the smaller the eastward momentum535

carried by waves to critical levels is. This lack of eastward momentum in the536

resolved dynamics could explain why, as noticed in section 4.2, the eastward537

phase of the equatorial oscillation seems to be unstable in time compared to538

the westward phase. A plausible explanation is that the eastward momentum539
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Figure 15: Two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the symmetric component of temperature

field, following Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) method, to highlight the equatorial waves produced

by our DYNAMICO-Saturn in dynamical steady-state at the 40th pressure-level (43 Pa).

Grey shaded areas depict the waves identified by the spectral analysis. The colored curves

correspond to the dispersion relation from the linear theory. Four values of equivalent depths

are included into the linear theory: 5 km in blue, 10 km in purple, 20 km in magenta and 50

km in red.
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Dominant modes in Ts

s σ (◦/d) period (d) log(SP)

-1 3.6 100 9.6

-2 60.5 6 9.4

-3 10.4 34 9.2

+3 73.8 5 8.9

-4 7.9 45 8.7

+4 61.2 6 8.7

-5 16.2 22 8.7

Dominant modes in us

s σ (◦/d) period (d) log(SP)

-1 4.0 91 11.9

-2 7.9 45 11.9

-3 11.2 32 11.3

-7 13.7 26 11.3

+3 73.8 5 11.3

-4 8.3 43 11.2

-5 10.4 34 11.1

-10 17.3 21 11.0

-6 16.2 22 11.0

+4 61.2 6 11.0

Dominant modes in TA, uA, vS

s σ (◦/d) period (d) log(SP)

-2 60.5 6 11.3

Table 1: Spectral modes detected by Fourier analysis and depicted in Figure 15. SP means

spectral power and d Saturn days.
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deposition of Kelvin wave is too low on its own to balance the westward phase540

induced by the Rossby-gravity, Rossby and inertia-gravity waves.541

4.5. Eddy-to-mean interactions driving the equatorial stratospheric oscillation542

To determine the eddy-to-mean interactions within the flow, we use the543

Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) formalism. In terrestrial atmospheric stud-544

ies, it is commonly employed to investigate momentum and heat transfers by545

wave-mean flow interactions (Andrews et al., 1983).546

In all the following equations (1 to 4), the overline denotes the zonal-mean of547

each field, the prime symbol denotes the eddy component, i.e. departures from548

the zonal mean. By defining the transformed zonal-mean velocities as follows549

v∗ = v − ∂

∂P

(
v′θ′

θP

)
(1)

550

ω∗ = ω +
1

a cosφ

∂

∂φ

(
cosφv′θ′

θP

)
(2)

we obtain the momentum equation in the Transformed Eulerian Mean formal-551

ism:552

∂u

∂t
= X −

[
1

a cosφ

∂(u cos (φ))

∂φ
− f

]
v∗ − ω∗ ∂u

∂P︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

+
1

a cosφ

−→∇.
−→
F

︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

(3)

where X is the zonal-mean non-conservative friction and
−→
F = (Fφ, FP ) is the553

Eliassen-Palm flux, which components are defined in equation 4 below.554

Fφ = ρ0a cosφ

(
v′θ′

∂u
∂P
∂θ
∂P

− u′v′
)

FP = ρ0a cosφ

(
v′θ′
∂θ
∂P

(
f − 1

a cosφ
∂(u cosφ)

∂φ

)
− u′ω′

) (4)

The Eliassen-Palm flux is defined as a wave momentum flux: it depicts both555

interactions between eddies and the mean flow (a momentum stress on the mean556

flow) and eddy propagation, as a wave activity. It allows one to link the merid-557

ional flux of heat v′θ′ and zonal momentum u′v′ (due to waves forcing) to a558

horizontal Fφ and vertical FP flux of momentum on the mean flow (into Equa-559

tion 3). In equation 3, the term I is the residual-mean acceleration and the term560
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II is the Eliassen-Palm flux divergence, i.e. the eddy forcing in momentum on561

the mean flow acceleration (named eddy-induced acceleration in the following).562

Studying the Eliassen-Palm flux, as well as its divergence, makes it possible to563

identify the regions of greatest interaction between the eddies and the mean564

flow, and to visually determine the propagation of eddy-induced momentum565

from one region of the atmosphere to another.566

In the following analysis, we separate the lower stratosphere (2×104 Pa to567

6×101 Pa) and the upper stratosphere (6×101 Pa to 5×10−1 Pa) to clarify the568

analysis. For each stratospheric regions, the two components of the Eliassen-569

Palm vectors are scaled by their own averaged values which are distinct in the570

two stratospheric regions.571

We ran an additional, specific 1000-day-long GCM simulations with a daily572

output frequency, restarted at a time of a strong reversal of wind direction from573

the westward to the eastward direction (at Ls = 140◦ during the eighth simu-574

lated Saturn years). Figure 16 displays the time-average of the Eliassen-Palm575

flux diagram (vectors) superimposed on the zonal-mean zonal wind (color). The576

Eliassen-Palm flux essentially comes from the high troposphere in tropical re-577

gions, particularly the strong eastward jets located at ±20◦ of latitude. In578

the southern hemisphere, the Eliassen-Palm flux vectors is significant between579

2×104 Pa and 6×102 Pa in the lower stratosphere (Figure 16(b)) and between580

5×101 Pa and 1×101 in the upper stratosphere (Figure 16(a)). The eddy mo-581

mentum transferred to the upper stratospheric layers mainly comes from the582

strong eastward jet correlated to the rings shadow (centered at 25◦S). Compari-583

son between northern and southern tropical regions shows that the largest eddy584

momentum forcing is correlated to this strong eastward jet, even in the highest585

stratospheric layers, where the forcing is greatly reduced. Furthermore, there586

is an inversion of the Eliassen-Palm vectors’ direction at the equator (down-587

ward) compared to the two tropical regions (upward). We deduce that there is588

a conceivable cell of eddy flux on both sides of the equatorial stacked jets, which589

suggests an eddy forcing of the equatorial oscillation.590

Eddy-to-mean interactions are indeed involved in the downward propagation591
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Altitude/latitude sections of the zonal mean zonal-wind (color) and the Eliassen-

Palm flux in equatorial regions at Ls = 140◦ during the eighth simulated Saturn years, focused

on high stratospheric levels (16(a)) and low stratospheric levels (16(b)). Vectors scale is

arbitrary for each section.
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of the terrestrial equatorial oscillation. We investigate those interactions in the592

case of our simulated Saturn equatorial oscillation by choosing a representative593

case study, the downward propagation of the equatorial eastward zonal jets594

between Ls = 185◦ and Ls = 188◦ on simulated year 8. For this test case, to595

diagnose the wave-induced forcing on the mean flow, we report the temporal596

evolution of zonal wind profiles, waves and the divergence of the Eliassen-Palm597

flux in Figure 17. Additionally, to investigate the types of waves involved in this598

forcing, we perform two related spectral analysis, one in the interval Ls = 181-599

185◦ and the other in the interval Ls = 185-188◦, each one over 250 simulated600

Saturn days.601

At Ls = 185◦, zonal wind profile shows an intense westward jet (almost -602

75 m s−1) between 50 and 15 Pa, a weak eastward jet between 15 and 9 Pa603

(only 10 m s−1) and the lower part of a second intense westward jet (from604

9 Pa to the top of the figure). At 21 Pa, between Ls=181◦ and 188◦, there is605

a small eastward eddy-induced acceleration, of about 0.3 m s−2. Our spectral606

analysis shows that this is associated to a decrease of both Rossby and Kelvin607

waves activity at this pressure level. The eastward eddy-induced acceleration,608

correlated to the Kelvin waves activity at 21 Pa, forces the wind direction to609

eastward propagation and tends to “push” the eastward jet down. So, at Ls =610

188◦, this eastward jet is located from 20 to 12 Pa, close to the weak eastward611

eddy-induced acceleration. At 10 Pa, the temporal average of the Eliassen-Palm612

flux divergence demonstrates a significant westward eddy-induced acceleration,613

associated to a great enhancement of Rossby waves and a vanishing of Kelvin614

waves activity in spectral analysis. During the 500 Saturn days around the date615

Ls = 185◦, at 10 Pa, the westward waves transfer westward momentum to the616

mean flow, the large westward acceleration changes the wind direction and at-617

tenuates the eastward jet. As a result, the westward jet, located between 9 Pa618

to the top of the figure at Ls = 185◦, downs to 11 Pa at Ls = 188◦. At this619

pressure level, we observe the transition form the eastward phase to the west-620

ward phase of the equatorial oscillation. Eastward and westward accelerations621

occur just below eastward and westward jets, respectively: this may be due622
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to the location of critical levels. Approaching a critical level from below, the623

wave vertical group velocity and vertical wavelength both decrease, facilitating624

the momentum exchange with the mean flow, although the maximum transfer625

of momentum can occur somewhere before encountering the critical level (e.g.626

through radiative damping). This could explain the downward propagation of627

the stacked jets causing the QBO-like oscillation.628

5. Saturn seasonal cycle to synchronize its equatorial oscillation629

Idealized terrestrial QBO simulations show that the seasonal cycle could lock630

the equatorial oscillation period to an integer multiple of the annual cycle period631

(Rajendran et al., 2016). In our reference simulation, the QBO-like oscillation632

period is nearly the observed mean period, namely about half a Saturn year.633

This raises a new question: does Saturn’s annual seasonal cycle synchronize the634

period of the equatorial oscillation? To address this question, we performed an635

alternate simulation (named hereinafter the “no-season” simulation) in which636

the seasonal cycle of the incoming solar radiation is neglected: the planet’s po-637

sition around the Sun is fixed at Ls=0◦. As a consequence, there is no ring638

shadowing in this simulation to avoid any singularities in the radiation at the639

equator. All other settings are similar to the DYNAMICO-Saturn reference sim-640

ulation described previously. This “no-season” simulation starts with an initial641

state derived from the reference simulation after 7 simulated Saturn years. In642

this alternate simulation, the DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM is run for six simulated643

years: three years to reach a dynamical steady-state (a spin-up phase) and three644

additional years to compare the results with the eleventh to the thirteenth years645

of our reference simulation.646

Figure 18 shows the time evolution of the zonal-mean zonal wind vertical647

structure at the equator for the six simulated Saturn years of the “no-season”648

simulation. Compared to the reference simulation (Figure 7), two conclusions649

emerge from the “no-season” simulation:650

• During the spin-up phase, the eastward wind intensity is higher and the651
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Figure 17: Left panel: Zonal-mean zonal wind profiles at Ls = 185◦ (blue line) and Ls = 188◦

(orange line). Middle panel: zonal-mean eddy-induced acceleration (term II of Equation 3,

black line), average over 500 days around Ls = 185◦. Each profiles are average over ± 5 degrees

of latitude. Right panel: two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the symmetric component of

temperature field, following Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) method, over two time intervals (Ls

= 181-185◦ and Ls = 185-188◦) and at 21 and 10 Pa.
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Figure 18: Altitude/time section at the equator of the zonal-mean zonal wind in Saturn’s

stratosphere for the no-season DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation.

eastward phase of the equatorial oscillation is more regular and longer652

duration than in the reference simulation.653

• after three simulated Saturn years, the oscillation begins to disappear in654

the lower stratosphere, toward 5×101 Pa.655

There is an interconnection between the stratospheric jets (mean flow) and656

the eddies that force the equatorial oscillation. The presence of established657

jets, coming from the reference simulation, at the beginning of the “no-season”658

simulation influences the eddies activity, maintaining a seasonal signature for659

about three years. Jets and eddies are intimately coupled: once the seasonal660

cycle is removed, the equilibrium between jets and eddies is slightly disturbed,661

the effect of which is only noticeable after three simulated years.662

After spin-up, the equatorial oscillation disappears in the lower stratosphere,663

between 103 and 5×101 Pa, but it is maintained between 5×101 Pa to the model664

top with a different periodicity than in the reference simulation. At any pres-665

sure level, from the fourth simulated Saturn year to the end of the “no-season”666

simulation, we notice only 3 or 4 stratospheric eastward jets. We obtain, in this667

“no-season” simulation, a periodicity of about 0.7 simulated Saturn year which668

is less consistent with observations than the reference simulation. This is con-669
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sistent with one of the conclusions of Rajendran et al. (2016): the annual cycle670

can regulate an equatorial oscillation by enhancing the eddies forcing induced671

by the seasonality of atmospheric waves.672

We conclude from our “no-season” simulation that the seasonal cycle of673

Saturn is a key parameter to establish and regulate the stratospheric equato-674

rial oscillation modeled by our DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM. Both eddy activity675

and residual-mean circulations are impacted by seasons in such a way that the676

periodicity of the equatorial oscillations is “locked” close to a semi-annual pe-677

riodicity. How much which effect dominates over the other is left for a future678

study.679

6. Impact of the rings on Saturn’s stratospheric dynamics680

6.1. Zonal wind in the tropical regions681

To determine Saturn’s rings contribution to the atmospheric dynamics in682

the tropical channel, we performed an alternate simulation named the “no-683

ring” simulation, in which the rings’ shadowing of the incoming solar radiation684

is neglected, all other settings being equal with the DYNAMICO-Saturn refer-685

ence simulation described previously. Contrary to the “no-season” simulation,686

a seasonal cycle is simulated in the “no-ring” simulation: it is different from the687

reference simulation since the shadow of the rings is removed. This “no-ring”688

simulation starts with an initial state derived from the reference simulation after689

8 simulated Saturn years. The DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM is run for five simu-690

lated years: three years devoted to spin-up to reach a dynamical steady-state691

(see section 5) and two additional years to compare the results with the eleventh692

and the twelfth years of our reference simulation.693

Figure 19 compares the two Saturn GCM simulations. In the no-ring simula-694

tion compared to the reference simulation, we note a disturbance of the structure695

of the zonal-mean zonal wind at the tropics, as well as an enhancement of the696

zonal wind intensity at the equator. Eastward jets at the tropics in the no-ring697

simulation split in several weaker eastward jets in the northern hemisphere. In698
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the southern tropics, eastward jets even disappear after 3.5 Saturn years of sim-699

ulation. Hence, rings’ shadowing (or the absence thereof) impacts equatorial700

and tropical dynamics.701

We present in Figure 20 the vertical structure of the stratospheric equatorial702

oscillation resulting from the no-ring simulation. As in the reference simulation,703

the eastward phase of this QBO-like oscillation is irregular compared to the704

westward phase. However, eastward stratospheric jets in the no-ring simulation705

are larger in amplitude compared to the reference simulation (see Figure 7),706

and the eastward phase of the equatorial oscillation lasts longer in the no-ring707

simulation than in the reference simulation. Eastward and westward phases are708

less contrasted. Neglecting the ring shadowing, we obtain an eastward phase of709

the simulated Saturn QBO-like oscillation enhanced by around 25 m s−1 and a710

periodicity between 0.4 and 0.5 simulated Saturn years.711

6.2. Temperature field in the tropical region712

Figure 21 compares at the 40-Pa pressure level the reference DYNAMICO-713

Saturn simulation, the no-ring DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation, with radiative-714

convective 2D seasonal modeling à la Guerlet et al. (2014), and the 2005 CIRS715

limb observations (Guerlet et al., 2009). This comparison is carried out at716

Ls = 300◦ in southern summer, when rings shadowing occurs at 20-25◦N. As717

mentioned previously, the radiative-convective model fails to reproduce the lo-718

cal temperature maximum under the rings’ shadow (between 20 and 30◦N).719

It predicts instead a temperature ∼12 K colder than the CIRS observations.720

Besides, the reference GCM simulation presents higher temperatures at these721

latitudes, which are still ∼5 K too cold compared to measurements. At north-722

ern mid-latitudes in the winter hemisphere, the modeled temperature decreases723

from 20◦N to 40◦N, that we can associate with the signature of the rings shadow.724

Even if the dynamics of the DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM raises temperature un-725

derneath the ring, there remains a failure to replicate hot anomalies in the726

shadows. The no-ring simulation also exhibits warm temperature between 20◦N727

and 30◦N; however, these temperatures are higher than the reference simulation728
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(a)

(b)

Figure 19: Two-month running mean evolution of the zonal-mean zonal wind in Saturn’s

stratosphere (40 Pa) between 30◦N and 30◦S of our DYNAMICO-Saturn comparative simula-

tions: 19(a) with rings’ shadow (reference simulation) and 19(b) without rings’ shadow. The

two first simulated years of the alternate simulation are not shown (model spin-up).
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Figure 20: Altitude/time section at the equator of the zonal-mean zonal wind in Saturn’s

stratosphere for the no-ring DYNAMICO-Saturn simulation.

(probably because the tropical eastward jets are impacted by the lack of ring729

shadowing) and too warm compared to the observations for the whole north-730

ern hemisphere except between 30-35◦N. Hence Figure 21 suggests a possible731

dynamical origin of the unexpected high temperature below Saturn’s rings, but732

this dynamics is not fully addressed by DYNAMICO-Saturn with rings shadow.733

We defer the detailed study of the seasonal circulation to a future work.734

6.3. Eddy-to-mean interactions in the tropical region735

Ring shadowing impacts the tropical eastward jets. Those jets are forced736

by the residual-mean circulation and the eddy-to-mean interactions. To further737

characterize the impact of ring shadowing on those two contributions, we use738

the TEM formalism (Equation 3).739

In the two simulations, eddy-induced (term II of Equation 3) and mean-740

circulation-induced (term I of Equation 3) accelerations are of the same order741

of magnitude. It is also of the same order of magnitude between both simu-742

lations (Figure 22). The presence of the tropical southern eastward jet in the743

reference simulation is associated with a significant eddy-induced acceleration744

that disappears completely when ring shadowing is not included (Figure 22745

top rows). The equatorial behavior of eddy-induced acceleration is of opposite746
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Figure 21: Temperature comparison between CIRS 2005 limb data (blue dots), reference

simulation (blue line), NO-RING simulation (red line) and the radiative-convective model à

la Guerlet et al. (2014) (blue dashed line) at the 40 Pa pressure level. Errorbars for the CIRS

data contain the error due to the measurement noise and also related to the uncertainty of

the CH4 abundance.

sign at the top of the stratosphere in the no-ring simulation compared to the747

reference simulation.748

The acceleration due to the mean circulation is shown at the bottom of Fig-749

ure 22. Without rings shadowing, acceleration induced by the mean circulation750

is mainly positive in the north and negative in the south. With ring shadow-751

ing, this pattern is disturbed both in the southern hemisphere (where a reduced752

acceleration is seen at the location of the tropical eastward jet) and in the oppo-753

site hemisphere as well. Indeed, in the northern hemisphere, the acceleration is754

now mainly negative in the range 2 – 100 Pa when ring shadowing is taken into755

account. A similar behavior is observed during southern summer (not shown).756

The amplification of the eddy-induced acceleration just below rings shad-757

owing presents the same periodicity than the Saturn seasonal cycle. We map758

the time evolution of the acceleration due to eddies in the reference simulation759

(Figure 23(a)) and the no-ring simulation (Figure 23(b)). In the reference sim-760

ulation, eddy-induced acceleration is enhanced at the tropics when eastward761

tropical jets are present. There is a strong deceleration due to eddies at the762
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Figure 22: Comparative meridional sections of zonal-mean zonal wind (contours, solid lines

depict eastward jets and dashed lines depict westward jets), eddy-induced acceleration (color,

top rows) and mean-circulation-induced acceleration (color, bottom rows) in TEM formalism

between rings- (left columns) and no-ring- (right columns) simulations at the 3.5 simulated

Saturn year since restart. This dates correspond to the northern summer: rings’ shadow takes

place at around 20◦S and produces a strong eastward jet centered at 25◦S.
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location of the tropical eastward jets (except for the jets located at 20◦S at 2.5763

simulated Saturn year). The winter tropics, where the rings’ shadow occurs764

and eastward jets are produced, are associated with an intense interaction be-765

tween eddies and the mean circulation, which induces a significant deceleration766

due to eddy activity. Regarding the no-ring simulation, the eddy-induced ac-767

celeration is halved compared to the reference simulation at the location of the768

eastward jets. The seasonality of the eddy-to-mean interaction persists at the769

tropics without the rings shadowing, but the intensity of the eddy forcing in the770

mean flow is reduced. In this case, the whole tropical channel is driven by ho-771

mogeneous absolute values of acceleration and deceleration (about 1.5×10−5m772

s−2).773

To summarize the conclusions of this section 6, rings’ shadowing affects the774

stratospheric dynamics of Saturn. Rings shadowing impacts the thermal struc-775

ture of the tropical regions with a seasonal periodicity. This causes seasonally-776

varying tropical eastward jets underneath the shadows, through two distinct777

dynamical interactions. First of all, there is a enhancement of the eddy-induced778

acceleration at the location of the shadow. Secondly, there is a reversal of sign779

of the acceleration (positive in the case without ring shadow to negative sign780

in the case with rings shadow) due to the residual-mean circulation in summer781

hemisphere (opposite of the ”rings shadow” hemisphere).Moreover, the strong782

meridional gradients of wave activity disturb the eastward phase of the equa-783

torial oscillation (and the overall periodicity of it) by producing low-intensity784

eastward jets.785

A putative impact of the ring’s shadow on Saturn’s stratospheric dynamics786

was already suspected by previous authors, based on the observation of a lo-787

cal maximum in hydrocarbons and anomalously high temperatures under the788

ring’s shadow in northern winter, disappearing at the spring equinox (Guerlet789

et al., 2009; Sylvestre et al., 2015). Upward motion at summer mid-latitudes790

associated with a tropical adiabatic subsidence in the winter hemisphere could791

explain heat transport under the ring shadowing, as well as the observed hydro-792

carbon abundances asymmetries (Guerlet et al. (2009), Guerlet et al. (2010)).793
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(a)

(b)

Figure 23: Two-month running mean evolution of the zonal-mean eddy-induced acceleration

(colors) and the zonal wind (contours) in Saturn’s stratosphere (40 Pa) between 30◦N and

30◦S of our DYNAMICO-Saturn comparative simulations: 23(a) with rings’ shadow (reference

simulation) and 23(b) without rings’ shadow.
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With our study, we show that such interpretations of anomalies seen in obser-794

vations invoking upward and downward motions may reflect a too simplistic795

view. Rather, eddy forcings might play a role as much as significant as the796

residual-mean circulation in shaping Saturn’s stratospheric temperatures and797

dynamics.798
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7. Conclusions and perspectives799

We use a troposphere-to-stratosphere Saturn GCM without any prescribed800

wave parameterization to study the equatorial stratospheric dynamics, espe-801

cially the stratospheric equatorial oscillation. Concerning the global atmo-802

spheric dynamics, spherical harmonic decomposition of the horizontal velocity803

shows that statistical properties are similar in the tropospheric and stratospheric804

levels. These properties differ when we extend the model top toward higher805

stratospheric levels, but still predict a stratosphere more energetic than the tro-806

posphere. However, the 32-level simulation shows energetic non-axisymmetric807

modes m = 1, 2, 3 at large scale (i.e. small indices n) that vanish in our refer-808

ence simulation. These modes likely results from energy accumulation at the809

model top which artificially enforces large-scale waves in the 32-level simula-810

tion of Spiga et al. (2020). Our spectral analysis emphasizes a currently open811

question: does the statistical framework of 2D-turbulence with a β-effect apply812

to energy spectra of Saturn’s atmosphere, and more generally to 3D planetary813

macroturbulence? If Spiga et al. (2020) simulation retrieves the well-known814

KK-law of quasi-2D turbulence, the −5/3 slope does not apply when we raise815

the model top in our reference simulation. These statistical predictions of our816

Saturn climate model have now to be validated by direct observations of the817

Saturn’s atmospheric flow.818

Regarding the lower latitudes, our DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM reproduces an819

almost semi-annual equatorial oscillation with contrasted eastward and west-820

ward phases. This oscillation shows a similar behavior in temperature than the821

Cassini/CIRS retrievals, with alternatively local maxima and minima of temper-822

ature stacked on the vertical at the equator. The DYNAMICO-Saturn signal823

exhibits a two times smaller vertical characteristic size of the oscillation and824

underestimates by a factor of two the amplitude of the temperature anomalies,825

compared with CIRS observations. Regarding the zonal-mean zonal wind, we826

determined an irregular period of wind reversal and a downward propagation827

rate faster than observations. Spectral analysis at the equator demonstrated828
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that this QBO-like oscillation is produced by planetary-scale waves. The equa-829

torial oscillation in the DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM is mainly driven by strong830

westward-propagating waves, such as Rossby, Rossby-gravity and inertia-gravity831

waves, which deposit westward momentum in the stratosphere. There are only832

two eastward-propagating modes (Kelvin waves) in the spectral analysis with833

a weaker impact in the stratospheric dynamics than the westward-propagating834

waves. This lack of eastward waves prevents the eastward momentum depo-835

sition in the mean zonal wind and explains the erratic behavior of the east-836

ward phase of the modeled QBO-like oscillation. Using the Transformed Eu-837

lerian Mean formalism to determine how the eddy-to-mean interactions drives838

the Saturn equatorial oscillation, we are able to conclude that the maximum839

of eddy forcing comes from the high-troposphere tropical regions. Moreover,840

we demonstrate the wave forcing origin of the vertically-stacked stratospheric841

eastward and westward jets that propagate downward with time to form the842

equatorial oscillation. At the equator, in the stratosphere, the eddy-induced843

eastward acceleration maximum is located just under the eastward jets and the844

eddy-induced westward acceleration maximum is located just under the west-845

ward jets at every step of the downward propagation of this Saturn QBO-like846

equatorial oscillation. A control experiment, using a perpetual equinox radiaitve847

forcing, demonstrate that the seasonal cycle of Saturn plays a significant role to848

establish and regulate the stratospheric equatorial oscillation modeled by our849

DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM. Both eddy activity and residual-mean circulations850

are impacted by seasons in such a way that the periodicity of the equatorial851

oscillations is “locked” close to a semi-annual periodicity.852

For future improvements of the modeling of the QBO-like oscillation in Sat-853

urn’s equatorial stratosphere, we will draw inspiration from Earth’s atmospheric854

modeling. Adequate vertical resolution is needed to obtain a more realistic855

Quasi-Biennial Oscillation in Earth models (Richter et al. (2014), Hamilton et al.856

(2001)). We plan to refine the vertical resolution in the stratosphere both to lead857

to a downward propagation rate of the oscillating zonal wind consistent with858

the observations, and a large-enough amplitude of Kelvin and Rossby-gravity859
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waves to enhance the westward and eastward forcing of the Saturn equatorial860

oscillation phases. Furthermore, the Earth’s QBO eastward phase is primarily861

induced by gravity waves, triggered by tropospheric convection (around 70%862

of the total eastward forcing) and Kelvin waves for the remaining 30% (Bald-863

win et al., 2001). To overcome the lack of eastward momentum in our Saturn864

stratospheric modeling, we plan to add a stochastic gravity wave drag param-865

eterization (Lott et al., 2012) in our DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM. This is ex-866

pected to produce a more realistic wave spectrum (with equivalent eastward-867

and westward-propagating waves), which would strongly impact the simulation868

of the equatorial oscillation and the downward propagation of winds.869

Another main result of this study is the impact of ring shadowing on the870

stratospheric dynamics. In our DYNAMICO-Saturn reference simulation we871

obtained strong tropical eastward jets, which are seasonally periodic, and cor-872

related with Saturn rings’ shadow. With an additional simulation not includ-873

ing rings’ shadowing, we show that the tropical eastward jets are caused by874

rings’ shadowing in the stratosphere. Without rings’ shadowing, the tropi-875

cal eastward jets disappear after 3 simulated Saturn years. Comparisons be-876

tween temperature predicted by our dynamical GCM simulations, computed877

with radiative-convective equilibrium, and measured from Cassini/CIRS obser-878

vations also suggests a dynamical impact of rings’ shadowing in the stratosphere.879

The transformed Eulerian mean formalism shows that the dynamical impact of880

ring shadowing on tropical eastward jets is strong both on the eddy-induced881

acceleration and the residual-mean-induced acceleration. In presence of rings’882

shadowing, eddy-induced acceleration is increased in the tropical channel and883

there is a reversal of the residual-mean-induced acceleration in the opposite884

hemisphere to the rings. Wave activity is correlated with rings’ shadowing: the885

seasonality of the eddies is enhanced by rings’ shadowing, which contributes to886

the annual periodicity of the strong eastward tropical jets. Dynamics in the887

equatorial region, in particular the QBO-like oscillation, is also influenced by888

rings’ shadowing.889

Stratospheric winds have never been measured on Saturn and were deter-890
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mined using the thermal wind balance from the CIRS retrievals of stratospheric891

temperatures. Obviously, the tropical eastward jets could be a particularity892

of our DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM. Because of the small vertical wind shear893

associated with these tropical jets, there is no specific temperature signature894

associated to it. In other words, we cannot invalidate their existence with the895

available observations of the temperature field. Future measurements of winds896

in Saturn’s stratosphere would help to validate the predictive scenario drawn897

by our model.898

Future studies using the DYNAMICO-Saturn GCM could adopt a wider899

analysis scope and study the global meridional circulation in the stratosphere.900

Results presented here are focused on the tropical regions, while the GCM extent901

is global. For instance, we could further characterize heat transport under the902

ring shadows, as well as the observed asymmetries of hydrocarbon abundances903

(Guerlet et al. (2009), Guerlet et al. (2010)). More generally, a complete study904

on the possible Brewer-Dobson-like circulation in the stratosphere of Saturn,905

and its impact on the hydrocarbons distribution, is warranted. A subsequent906

coupling of DYNAMICO-Saturn with photochemical models would then allow907

to refine this picture.908

Sudden stratospheric warming on Earth’s high and mid-latitude regions are909

associated with downward wind propagation anomalies of the Quasi-Biennial910

Oscillation (Lu et al., 2008). Is it possible that the extremely warm stratospheric911

disturbance in the aftermath of the Great White Storm of 2010-2011 (Fletcher912

et al., 2011, 2012; Fouchet et al., 2016) is due to a disruption of the downward913

propagation of the equatorial oscillation on Saturn? Conversely, Cassini obser-914

vations showed that the occurrence of this huge storm disturbed the equatorial915

oscillations (Fletcher et al., 2017). Global stratospheric dynamical simulations916

by DYNAMICO-Saturn could help to address these questions in future studies.917
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compared to observation 
Saturn’s ring shadowing impacts the stratospheric equatorial dynamics, the 
equatorial scillation periodicity and equatorial winds intensity 




